
DeLaval work wear
Clothing for every day work and
milking operations
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Introducing DeLaval work wear
Working on a dairy farm puts heavy 
demands on clothing. You are 
exposed to the elements, performing 
tasks that range from gentle to hard 
physical work. The new DeLaval work 
wear range meets these demands 
comfortably.

Protection and comfort without compromise
DeLaval designed clothing for the way you work, incorporating 
material that is both tough and comfortable. DeLaval clothing gives 
you the flexibility to move freely, protection to stay clean and dry, 
and durability for the most rugged environments.

DeLaval outerwear is reinforced with CORDURA® fabric  
where you need it most: knees, elbows and pockets. This is 
complemented by high-durability elastic that lets you move freely.

For extra safety at dawn and dusk, reflective panels provide clear 
visibility front and back. Getting dirty goes with the job, so the 
material we use in our outerwear is both water and stain resistant. 
Simply wipe it off and keep working.

Looking great never hurts
The barn is no fashion show, but when you and your team look 
and feel professional, it’s easier to engage with what you do. While 
the latest fashion might not mean much to cows, it matters when 
choosing work wear you will use for years to come.
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DeLaval work wear 

DeLaval classic overall
This overall can be worn by itself or on top 
of your clothes. It keeps you warm and clean 
since there are no openings for dirt and cold to 
get in. This long-lasting overall features knee 
pockets for extra comfort and CORDURA® 
reinforcements for added durability. An elastic 
zone in the back provides excellent freedom of 
movement and there are plenty of pockets.

• Water and stain resistant
• Knee pockets made of CORDURA®

• Double yardstick pocket on the right
• Hammer loop on the left
•  Easy access to side pockets of clothes under 

the overall
• Elastic zone in the back
• 3M reflectors front and back
•  Adjustable double sleeves for extra protection
•  Napoleon pocket under zipper cover

Material: 65% Cotton / 35% Polyester 
Color: Blue and black
Models: Unisex

 
Size Art.no.

XS 88576401 

S 88576402 

M 88576403  

L 88576404  

XL 88576405  

XXL 88576406 

DeLaval easy dress overall
This overall can work by itself or on top of other 
clothes for extra protection and better hygiene. 
It features double zippers from feet to neck. This 
makes putting it on and taking it off as easy as 
unzipping and stepping out – without even having 
to remove your shoes. An elastic zone in the back 
provides excellent freedom of movement and 
double sleeves keep you dry and comfortable.

•  Two zippers from feet to neck
•  Adjustable double sleeves for extra protection
• Water and stain resistant
• Double yardstick pocket on the right
• Hammer loop on the left
• Elastic zone in the back
•  Easy access to side pockets of clothes under 

the overall
• 3M reflectors front and back
•  Napoleon pocket under zipper cover

Material: 65% Cotton / 35% Polyester 
Color: Blue and black
Models: Unisex

Size Art.no.

XS/46  88576501

S/48  88576502 

M/50  88576503 

L/52  88576504 

XL/54 88576505

XXL/56 88576506

DeLaval suspender overall
We’ve got your back. Suspender overalls that 
give you maximum protection with the flexibility 
to move. The material used is stain and 
water resistant and incorporates CORDURA® 
reinforced kneepad pockets. The ergonomic 
contour design gives you freedom of movement 
for comfort in any position with the added 
support of elastic straps for all-day comfort.

• Water and stain resistant
• CORDURA® reinforced kneepad pockets
•  Contoured design for freedom of movement
• Side, back and thigh pockets
• 3M reflectors front and back

Material: 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton
Color: Blue 
Models: Unisex

Size Art.no.

XS/46  88444001

S/48  88444002

M/50  88444003

L/52  88444004

XL/54 88444005

XXL/56 88444006

Robust work wear 
Functionality, quality and design form the basis of 
DeLaval work wear. Incorporating high-quality fabrics 
that endure extreme wear, while offering maximum 
comfort in an eye-catching design. DeLaval work wear 
is made specifically for working on farms, based on 
our many years of experience in the milk production 
industry. When you wear DeLaval work wear, you will 
notice the difference!

When we talk about 
attention to details, it’s 
the little things, such as 
an elastic waistband, a 
stretch collar, shoulder 
inserts and cuffs makes 
the difference. Ergonomic 
lines allow for greater 
freedom of movement. 
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DeLaval working jacket
Stay warm and dry inside and out. The DeLaval working jacket combines durability 
with comfort and is made from a breathable stain and water resistant material. 
Ergonomically designed sleeves and stretch zones in the back and shoulders provide 
freedom of movement. For extra support at the main pressure points, elbows are 
reinforced with CORDURA® fabric.

• Water and stain resistant
• Flexibility zones in shoulders, arms and back
• Front zip with beard and chin guard
• CORDURA® reinforced elbows
• Integrated breast, side and internal pockets
• 3M reflectors front and back

Material: 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton  
Colors: Blue or black
Models: Unisex
Blue Jacket  

Size Art.no. 

XS/46 88442501 

S/48 88442502 

M/50 88442503 

L/52  88442504 

XL/54 88442505 

XXL/56  88442506 

DeLaval insulated softshell jacket
Block out the cold with this softshell jacket is made from soft and comfortable material 
that is also windproof and water resistant. To keep you warm inside, the sleeves and 
body are padded with insulation. The ergonomic design provides maximum freedom 
of movement without unnecessary bulk. Side pockets are protected with waterproof 
zippers. Internal pockets can fit a small tablet and a smartphone.

• Water resistant and windproof 
• Breathable stretch fabric 
• Insulation padding 
• 3M reflectors front and back 
• Fleece inner collar
• Detachable hood with visor
• Protected side and internal pockets
• Inner cuffs with thumbhole
• Back extension

Material: 100% Polyester 
Colors: Blue and black
Models: Unisex
Size Art.no.

XS 88444201 L 88444204

S 88444202  XL 88444205

M 88444203 XXL 88444206

DeLaval high-functional T-shirt
Work wear that is comfortable and practical starts with a good base layer. Our high-
functional t-shirt looks good and feels great. It is 100% micro polyester, so your body 
can regulate its temperature without sweat build-up. 

• Comfortable micro polyester
• Moisture wicking material

Models: Unisex
Size Art.no.

S 87794401

M 87794402 

L  87794403

XL 87794404 

XXL  87794405

DeLaval working trousers
Long-lasting trousers that let you get down 
to business. DeLaval working trousers are 
designed to maintain comfort and freedom
of movement no matter what position you 
are in. Reinforced with CORDURA® fabric at 
stress points, these trousers are built to last. 
They have kneepad pockets allowing you 
to add extra cushioning when needed. Our 
women’s trousers are designed for a more 
feminine fit and provide comfort without 
compromising on features or durability.

• Separate models for men and women
• Water and stain resistant
• CORDURA® reinforced kneepad pockets
• Contoured design for freedom of movement
• Elasticated waistband
• Side, back and thigh pockets
• 3M reflectors front and back

Material: 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton 
Color: Blue 
Models: Men’s and women’s
Size Art.no.

Men C46 88439402

Men C48 88439403

Men C50 88439404

Men C52 88439405

Men C54 88439406

Men C56 88439407

Men C58 88439408

Women 34 88444301 

Women 36 88444302

Women 38 88444303

Women 40 88444304

Women 42 88444305

Women 44 88444306

Women 46 88444307
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DeLaval Safety Boots are made of a premium 
polyurethane material that is more than 48% 
lighter, 62% better insulated and 46% more 
durable than PVC or rubber.*

DeLaval safety boots
These comfortable polyurethane 
safety boots are lightweight and 
thermally insulated. They are resistant 
to manure and oil and have an energy-
absorbing sole that makes them easy 
to wear for long periods.

DeLaval safety boots 

Size Art.no.

Size 4 85208637

Size 5 85208638

Size 6 85208639

Size 7 85208640

Size 8 85208641

Size 9 85208642

Size 10 85208643

Size 11 85208644

Size 12 85208645

Size 13 85208646

Size 14 85208647

Size 15 85208648

Protective 
toe cap 
with steel 
shank

Waterproof Resistant 
to manure 
and oil

Antistatic

Energy 
absorbing

Cold 
insulating 
material

Slip 
resistant 
outsole

*Source: Dunlop Boots

DeLaval easy dress overall
found on page 5
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Hygienic milking wear 
Milking cows is the backbone of 
dairy farming and DeLaval knows 
that farmers have to meet stringent 
hygiene requirements to produce 
quality milk. We designed hygienic 
and comfortable clothing specifically 
for milking. DeLaval offers overalls 
with water repellent Teflon outer lining 
in addition to hygienic nitrile gloves, 
aprons, and sleeves.

Most of our clothing is made from 
cotton and polyester – the ideal 
combination for strength and comfort. 
Our milking overalls feature an outer 
layer of polyester with PU membrane 
and teflon finish for superior water 
resistance. They stay warm and 
dry inside, no matter how harsh the 
conditions are outside. 

DeLaval milking overall
Adjustable waist for optimal fit.

Material: 65% Cotton / 35% Polyester
Models: Unisex
Color: Blue with red contrast
Size Art.no.

XS  89564608

S  89564609

M  89564610

L  89564611

XL  89564612

XXL  89564613
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1. DeLaval nitrile milking gloves
These comfortable, strong, powder-free milking 
gloves are easy to put on and kind to the 
skin. Maintains hygiene and resists fat, oil and 
solvents, keeping hands cool and dry.
Material: Nitrile
Food contact approved 
Powder free nitrile milking gloves

S 85961910  

M 85961911  

L 85961912  

XL 85961913  

XXL 85961914

2. DeLaval advanced milking sleeves
Advanced milking sleeves for increased comfort with 
neoprene cuffs and velcro for easy adjustment.
Material: 83% PVC / 17% Polyester
S 86812201  

M 86812202  

L 86812203

3. DeLaval protective nitrile gloves
Our comfortable, lined and practical gloves 
protect your hands by with standing all alkali and 
acid-based detergents. Suits well for surface 
coating. 
Material: Nitrile
S 1 pair 86879301

M 1 pair  86879302

L 1 pair  86879303

XL 1 pair  86879304

XXL 1 pair 86879305

4. DeLaval blue milking sleeves
Each pair is held together by a strip and 
elasticised at both ends.
Material: PVC
Color: Blue
Size Art.no.

One size 97289693

5. DeLaval milking apron
This long, practical apron for parlour milking is 
made of waterproof PVC and stays flexible and 
comfortable even in cold conditions.
Material: PVC
Color: Blue
Size Art.no.

One size 97289692

6. DeLaval milking apron split leg
This light, practical apron has pockets, loops 
and a split for more flexibility during milking. A 
PVC coating on the nylon fabric offers ultimate 
protection. The material is resistant to fat, oil, 
blood, and alkaline detergents. Front pockets 
including holders for extra carrying space. The 
PVC coated material as well as the high-frequency 
welded seams are 100% wind and water proof.
Material: 83% PVC / 17% Polyester
Color: Blue
Size Art.no.

One size 97289695

1 2

7

4

3

5

6

7. DeLaval kangaroo bag
Equipped with two large bags and a bottle 
holder on a belt, this bag is very easy to wear 
with overalls or trousers and can be used to 
carry milking towels. 
Material: 600D waterproof polyester 
Color: Blue 
Size  Art.no.

One size 98930238
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Size Chart 

Symbol Description XS / 46 S / 48 M / 50 L / 52 XL / 54 XXL / 56

Y Waist 32–33” 34–35” 35–36” 37–38” 38–40” 40–42”

V Inseam 30” 31” 32” 33” 33” 34”

Suspender overall

V

Y

Suspender overall

Symbol Description C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58

Y Waist 32–33” 34–35” 35–36” 37–38” 38–40” 40–42” 42–44”

V Inseam 30” 31” 32” 33” 33” 34” 34”

Men’s trousers

Symbol Description 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

Y Waist 26–27” 28–29” 29–30” 31–32” 32–34” 34–35” 35–37”

V Inseam 31” 31” 31” 31” 31” 31” 31”

Women’s trousers

V

Y

Working trousers 
men/women

Symbol Description XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

X Measurement around chest 44” 46” 49” 51” 54” 56” 58”

Y Measurement around hip 43” 45” 47” 50” 52” 54” 57”

Z Sleeve length 33” 34” 35” 36” 36” 38” 39”

V Inseam 30” 31” 31” 32” 32” 32” 33”

Milking overall

X

V

Y

Z

Milking overall

Symbol Description XS / 46 S / 48 M / 50 L / 52 XL / 54 XXL / 56

A Measurement around chest 35–37” 37–38” 39–40” 41–42” 41–43” 44–45”

D Sleeve length 24–25” 24–25” 25–26” 25–26” 26” 26–27”

Working jacket blue

Working jacket blue

A
D



 is a registered trademark of Tetra Laval Holdings & Finance S.A. and DeLaval is a registered trade/service mark of DeLaval Holding AB. 
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www.delaval-us.com

For more information

DeLaval Inc.

11100 North Congress Avenue

Kansas City, MO 64153

Tel (816) 891-7700

Fax (816) 891-1606

DeLaval Inc.

3000 Lakeside Drive

Suite 305 South

Bannockburn, IL 60015

usa.info@delaval.com

Follow DeLaval

DeLavalfilms@DeLavalUS facebook.com/DeLavalUS


